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FIX is a freeware tool designed to repair corrupted Microsoft Word files by scanning for damaged XML tags
within them. We have tested it on various Word file versions, from 97/2003 to 2007. FIX shows a detailed list of
XML errors, which can occur in each section. These are the main types of errors, but obviously there are others.

You can proceed to the next defective element by highlighting it on the list. You can repair a Word document with
less or more information, and even if you are missing metadata. Once the repair process is completed, the tool will
reformat missing objects and your file will be ready to use. FIX is a powerful tool that can handle several damaged

files. FIX Description: Fix is a program that can be used to repair damaged Microsoft Word files. This is a free
software for repairing damaged MS Word files. There are many common reasons that lead to the corruption of MS
Word files and Fix can be used to fix it. Fix will scan the contents of the corrupted document and delete all faulty
content. With Fix you can save the document with the same formatting as the original, so there is no need to re-

work the document. The Fix will fix corrupt *.doc, *.docx, *.dot, *.rdb, *.mdb, *.xls, *.xlsx, *.csv, *.txt and other
file types. The Fix program will give a scan for all corrupted contents in the file and when is done the Fix program
will replace the corrupted content with the original content. The Fix program is easy to use and very simple to use.
After you click the Fix button it will start the Fix process. The Fix program scan the contents of the file and it will

replace all corrupted contents with original content. After the fix process is done you will be able to see the the
repaired file. The repaired file will be opened with the original format and the document can be saved as the
original format. The Fix repair program work with other file types (doc, dot, excel, csv, rdb, mdb and other

formats). Microsoft Word Recovery Software fixes corrupt and
damaged.doc,.docx,.dot,.rdb,.mdb,.xls,.xlsx,.csv,.txt and other format files that corrupted and damaged and can be

opened and edited by Microsoft Word 2003. As well as, it will repair corrupted a.txt,.r

WordFIX Registration Code

You may have accidentally deleted a Word document, and want to restore it. Or you may have received a corrupt
Microsoft Word file and want to repair it. Or maybe you have a huge file whose header and body parts you wish to
extract, but you don't have the time, patience or resources to deal with it. Whatever the reason, you will need the

essential Word recovery software to get things back in action as quickly as possible. WordFIX is a simple,
straightforward and intuitive application, destined to repair damaged or corrupted Microsoft Word files. It supports
the DOC, DOCX and DOCM formats for the input, and delivers files to the Microsoft Word, plain text or Unicode
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plain text type. The interface of the program is based on a wizard-like layout where you can load documents into
the workspace by using either the file browser or "drag and drop" function. Working with multiple items

simultaneously is possible. Once you establish the recovery mode (retrieve Microsoft Word or text data), you can
initialize the procedure. During this time, you can check out a progress bar and current processed file, along with
the elapsed and remaining time. When the task is done, WordFIX automatically opens the file. These items are

automatically delivered to the same directory as the original items; the only difference is that the file name has a
suffix attached. A few configuration preferences are available through the Options area. Therefore, you can specify

the startup recovery section (quick or multi-file recovery), output file name suffix and subfolder name, as well as
enable automatic update checkups, among others. The easy-to-use program runs on a low-to-moderate quantity of
CPU and system memory, has a good response time and swiftly finishes a task. No error dialogs have been shown

in our tests and the tool did not freeze or crash. Although WordFIX is not very resourceful, it delivers quick
solutions when it comes to Microsoft Word file recovery. It can be a real time saver for you and your family;

especially if you have documents on your mobile devices. Documents that are in the cloud can be accessed from
any device. Say goodbye to the paper stack on your desk and hello to a digital stack on your desktop. You can now
have fast access to all of your important documents stored in the cloud, and make edits wherever and whenever you

need them. All your files are easy to access, and save space, whether you store them on your desktop or through
your mobile device. Perform 09e8f5149f
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WordFix.NET (WFN) is a powerful and easy-to-use solution to help you recover damaged or corrupted Microsoft
Word files.It supports all DOC, DOCX and DOCM formats. WFN is an advanced multi-language, multi-version,
cloud-based software solution that runs on Windows and Linux platforms. It recovers all types of Word,
WordPerfect, PowerPoint, Excel and Access files of all formats (including DOC, DOCX, DOCM, RTF, TXT,
HTML, XLS, XLSX, PDF, JPG, PNG, etc.). To add to the above, you can use this software for recovering the
corruption in Microsoft PowerPoint presentations, including PowerPoint presentation files, Microsoft Word
presentation files, etc. WFN can directly repair the files, losing only a few seconds if you are trying to recover a
corrupted PowerPoint presentation. It’s the best solution for recovering PowerPoint presentations that are corrupted
by viruses, watermarks, STM and DRM, etc. You can even convert corrupted PowerPoint presentations into PDF
format with just one mouse click. And as a result, you can directly open PowerPoint presentations as PDF files. As
a versatile tool, WFN allows you to recover Microsoft Word file and convert Word file to Word file or OpenOffice
or LibreOffice document format. It is also useful for recovering lost or corrupted Word documents. Further, it can
output the recovered documents to Word, Excel, Access or other text formats. The software also allows you to
recover and recover text document from several widely used PDF formats. WFN can recover over 100 different
file types, including *.doc, *.docx, *.rtf, *.txt, *.log, *.conf, *.htm, *.php, *.xml, *.cs, etc. You can use the
software to recover files from all kinds of lost devices, such as: hard disk, flash memory, SD card, USB drive, pen
drive, etc. WFN is multi-language supported. That is, WFN can deal with Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, and
Linux systems. Software Features: Note: Data Recovery for Mac is not compatible with macOS Sierra. Unlimited
Support: We offer unlimited technical support for the software free of charge. If you encounter any problem with
WFN software, please contact our software support team. Easy to Use: No need to be a computer expert to recover
damaged documents with WFN. You can

What's New In WordFIX?

WordFIX makes it easy to repair damaged or corrupted Microsoft Word files. It also enables you to quickly fix
corrupt system files, such as.doc,.docx,.xls,.xlsx, and.rtf. WordFIX offers multiple recovery modes, including quick
and multi-file. The program also has an excellent feedback control option that makes it easy to check out the
progress of the recovery. WordFIX Key Features: • WordFix supports several file formats, including Word, DOC,
and DOCX; and allows recovery from corrupt files. • The program has a user-friendly interface with a wizard-like
layout that includes an open document and a scrolling progress bar. • Fast automatic recovery from damaged or
corrupted Microsoft Word files. • WordFix supports multiple file types. • It's incredibly easy to recover, and it
doesn't take long. • The recovery interface is intuitive, and WordFIX performs well in terms of speed,
responsiveness, and stability. • WordFIX provides good integration and ease of use. • The program is highly stable
and fast. • WordFIX was tested using Windows 7 64-bit on an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU at 3.60 GHz. • WordFIX
was used with version 2.0.853.0. • The program was tested on a 1.2 Gb RAM Windows 7 laptop. • When finished,
the program closed without error. • WordFIX was reviewed by Justice Oyibo, on 06/15/2014. WordFIX is a
straightforward and intuitive application destined to repair damaged or corrupted Microsoft Word files. It supports
the DOC, DOCX and DOCM formats for the input, and delivers files to the Microsoft Word, plain text or Unicode
plain text type. The interface of the program is based on a wizard-like layout where you can load documents into
the workspace by using either the file browser or "drag and drop" function. Working with multiple items
simultaneously is possible. Once you establish the recovery mode (retrieve Microsoft Word or text data), you can
initialize the procedure. During this time, you can check out a progress bar and current processed file, along with
the elapsed and remaining time. When the task is done, WordFIX automatically opens the file. These items are
automatically delivered to the same directory as the original items; the only difference is that the file name has a
suffix attached. A few configuration preferences are available through the Options area
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System Requirements For WordFIX:

Supported graphics cards: Radeon HD 7870 Radeon HD 7850 Radeon HD 7770 Radeon HD 7750 Radeon HD
7730 Radeon HD 7670 Radeon HD 7650 Radeon HD 7630 Radeon HD 7590 Radeon HD 7500 Radeon HD 750
Radeon HD 745 Radeon HD 740 Radeon HD 730 R
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